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Abstra t

A box is a restri ted portion of the three-dimensional
integer grid onsisting of four parallel lines of in nite
length pla ed one grid unit apart. A box-drawing of
a graph is a straight-line rossing-free drawing where
verti es are lo ated at integer grid points along the
four lines. It is known that some planar graphs with
tri- onne ted omponents do not admit a box-drawing.
This paper shows that even stru turally simpler planar graphs, namely series-parallel graphs, are not boxdrawable in general. On the positive side, it is proved
that every series-parallel graph whose verti es have
maximum degree at most three is box-drawable. A
drawing algorithm is presented that omputes a box
drawing of a 3-planar series-parallel graph in optimal
time and with optimal volume.
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Introdu tion

A straight line drawing (also known as a Fary embedding) is a drawing of a graph in whi h verti es are points
and edges are straight line segments whi h are pairwise rossing-free. In a straight line grid drawing the
additional onstraint of having the verti es drawn as
points with integer oordinates is imposed. The problem of determining the area required to draw lasses of
graphs in the 2D Eu lidean spa e has been widely investigated in literature [2℄ and an (n ) bound is known
for planar graphs [1℄ (here n is the number of verti es).
Suprisingly, not so many results are known about ompa t straight line grid drawings of planar graphs in 3D
spa e. Namely, the basi question on whether every
planar graph admits a straight line drawing in the Eulidean 3D spa e with verti es at integer grid points
and o(n ) volume is still open.
In [6℄ the problem is ta kled from a novel perspe tive: Given a grid  su h that  is a proper subset of
the integer 3D spa e, whi h graphs admit a straight line
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rossing-free drawing with verti es lo ated at the grid
points of ? If  is hosen so that it has volume V , then
a volume bound of V an be determined for any lass of
graph drawable on . In parti ular, [6℄ fo uses on two
restri ted integer 3D grids, the box and the prism. A
box is a grid onsisting of four parallel lines of in nite
length pla ed one grid unit apart from ea h other. A
prism is a box with one fewer grid lines. In [6℄ it is
shown that all outerplanar graphs an be drawn on a
prism. This result gives the rst algorithm to ompute
a rossing-free straight-line 3D drawing with linear volume for a non-trivial family of planar graphs. Moreover
it is shown that there exist planar graphs that annot
be drawn on the prism and that even a box does not
support all planar graphs. However, while the examples of non prism-drawable graphs of [6℄ have a very
simple ombinatorial stru ture (they are series-parallel
graphs), the examples of non box-drawable graphs are
more omplex sin e they ontain tri onne ted omponents.
This paper studies ompa t 3D straight line drawings of series-parallel graphs. Our ontribution an be
summarized as follows.



The question of whether all planar graphs without tri onne ted omponents (i.e. series-parallel
graphs) admit a box-drawing is studied. The question is answered in the negative by exhibiting a
series-parallel graph that does not admit a boxdrawing.



It is shown that all series-parallel graphs with
maximum vertex degree at most three are boxdrawable. A drawing algorithm is presented that
omputes a box-drawing of a 3-planar seriesparallel graph. The algorithm runs in O(n) time
and omputes drawings of O(n) volume. Seriesparallel graphs are a lassi al subje t of investigation in graph drawing [2℄. A very re ent work
by Dujmovi, Morin, and Wood shows that every
series-parallel graph has a stright-line 3D drawing
of O(n log n) volume [4℄.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Se tion 2 some basi de nitions are given. An example of a graph that an not be drawn on the box is
presented in Se tion 3. The proof that every 3-planar

series-parallel graph is box-drawable is given in Se tion 4.
2

Preliminaries

unit square . In the following, we assume that the box
is pla ed su h that the four lines are parallel to the xaxis, so that the position of ea h vertex in the drawing
is uniquely de ned when a line and an x- oordinate are
assigned to it. We will denote by l the top-left line of
the box, by l the top-right line of the box, by l the
bottom-right line of the box and by l the bottom-left
line of the box. We de ne also a strip as a 2 1 planar
grid, i.e. two parallel lines of in nite length. We say
that a graph G is box-drawable if G admits a drawing
su h that every vertex is drawn at integer oordinates
on one of the four lines of the box and the edges are
straight-line segments su h that no two edges interse t
ex ept at ommon end-points. The drawing of G on the
box is a box-drawing of G. A graph is box-forbidden if
it does not admit a box-drawing. Analogously we say
that a graph is strip-drawable if it admits a straightline rossing-free drawing on a strip and we all su h a
drawing a strip-drawing of G. Let G be a box-drawable
graph; we say that G overs three lines if all box drawings of G have at least three mutually adja ent verti es
drawn on di erent lines of the box.
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In this se tion we re all some basi de nitions and results that are used throughout the paper. A seriesparallel digraph (also alled an SP-digraph in the following) is a planar digraph re ursively de ned as follows [2℄:



An edge joining two verti es is a SP-digraph.



Let G0 and G00 be two SP-digraphs; the digraph obtained by identifying the sink of G0 with the sour e
of G00 (Series Composition) is also a SP-digraph.



Let G0 and G00 be two SP-digraphs; the digraph
obtained by identifying the sour e of G0 with the
sour e of G00 and the sink of G0 with the sink of
G00 (Parallel Composition) is also a SP-digraph.

This de nes the digraphs that are sometimes alled
two terminal series-parallel digraphs. A SP-digraph has
one sour e and one sink that are alled its poles. The
undire ted underlying graph of a SP-digraph is alled
a series-parallel graph or SP-graph for short.
We brie y re all the de nition of the SPQR-tree of
an st-graph G, also alled the de omposition tree of G
(see [3℄ for a omplete de nition). A SP QR-tree is a
rooted tree T whose nodes are one of four types: S ,P ,Q,
or R. Ea h node of T has an asso iated planar st-graph
alled its skeleton. A S -node orresponds to a series
omposition of blo ks, and it has a hild for ea h blo k;
the skeleton of a S -node is a hain with an edge for ea h
blo k. A P -node orresponds to a parallel omposition
of split omponents with respe t to a separation pair
and it has a hild for ea h split omponent; the skeleton
of a P -node with k split omponents is the parallel of
k edges. A Q-node orresponds to a single edge and
it has no hild ex ept the Q-node asso iated with the
edge with respe t to whi h the de omposition is done,
whi h is the root of the tree; the skeleton of a Q-node is
the edge asso iated with it. The R-nodes orrespond to
the tri onne ted omponents of G and sin e they never
appear in the de omposition tree of a SP-graph we do
not onsider them. The pertinent graph of a node  of
T is the subgraph of G whose de omposition tree is the
tree rooted at .
A restri ted integer grid is a grid , that is a proper
subset of the integer plane or spa e [6℄. We are interested in a parti ular grid that we all a box. A box is
a 2  2  1 grid, i.e. it onsists of four parallel lines
of in nite length passing through the four verti es of a
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SP Box-forbidden graphs

In this se tion we show a series-parallel graph that annot be drawn on a box. We start by giving two lemmas
that will be useful in the following.
Lemma 1 In a box-drawing, a vertex v drawn on a
line l an be onne ted to at most two verti es drawn
on the same line l.
Lemma 2 Let G be the SP-graph of Figure 1(a) and
let s and t be the poles of G . G is box-drawable and
in any box-drawing of G , s and t appear on di erent
0
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0

lines of the box.

0

0
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Sket h of Proof: Graph G is box-drawable as shown
0

in Figure 1(b). Suppose that there exists a box-drawing
of G with s and t on the same line l. We adopt
the notation of Figure 1(a). No other vertex i an be
drawn on l sin e a 3- y le annot be drawn on a line.
Therefore, sin e there are three lines di erent from l
and ve verti es di erent from s and t , at least two
verti es, say i and j , are on a same line l0 . However,
sin e both i and j are adja ent to s and t , the boxdrawing would have a rossing (see also Figure 1( )) {
a ontradi tion.
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Lemma 3 Let G be the SP-graph of Figure 1(a).
Graph G overs three lines.
0

0

1 We adopt the onvention of measuring the size of the grid by
ounting the number of grid lines used in ea h dimension rather
than the distan e between the maximal pair.

c1

of Gi is 2  N + 1 = 49, so if a box-drawing of G
existed, then there would be at least three omponents
Gx , Gy , Gz (x 6= y 6= z , 1  x; y; z  49) su h that:
 the verti es of Gx , Gy , Gz are drawn on the same
three lines of the box;
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( )

(a) Graph G0 . (b) A box-drawing of G0 . ( )
s0 and t0 of G0 annot be drawn on the same line.

Figure 1:

Verti es

the sour es sx , sy , and sz are drawn on the same
line of the box; and



the sinks tx , ty , and tz are drawn on the same line
of the box di erent from the one of the sour es.
Let l , l and l be the three lines overed by Gx ,
Gy , Gz in ; also let l be the line of the sour es sx ,
sy , and sz and let l be the line of the sinks tx, ty , and
tz . Also let ls be the line of the sour e s of G. Observe
that ls is not one of the lines l , l and l . Namely, if
ls = l then by Lemma 1 s annot be onne ted to the
three verti es sx, sy and sz . If either ls = l or ls = l ,
then edges (s; sx ), (s; sy ), and (s; sz ) lie on the strip
a de ned by ls and l . Sin e Gx , Gy , Gz over l , l
and l , there are three edges on a in ident on sx , sy
and sz . It follows that there is no room for drawing
(s; sx ), (s; sy ), and (s; sz ) without reating a rossing.
Therefore s must be drawn on a line di erent from l ,
l , and l . By a similar argument, t an not be drawn
on any of lines l , l , and l . However, s and t are the
poles of G and by Lemma 2 they annot be on the
same line, thus establishing that no box-drawing of G
exists.
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Figure 2:

(a) Graph

G of Theorem 1 (b) An example of

drawing of a virtual pertinent graph (the dashed edge is a

virtual edge).
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Sket h of Proof: By Lemma 2, verti es s and t are
on di erent lines ( all them ls and lt respe tively). To
prove the statement it suÆ es to prove that one vertex
i di erent from s and t is on a third line. Suppose
that all verti es i (i = 1; : : : ; 5) were either on line ls
or on line lt . At least three of them would then be on
the same line (suppose ls ), but by Lemma 1, this is not
possible.

We are now ready to prove the main result of the
se tion.
0
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0
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Theorem 1 There exist box-forbidden series-parallel

graphs.

Sket h of Proof: Let G be the graph of Figure 2(a),
onsisting of 49 opies Gi (i = 1; : : : ; 49) of the graph
G depi ted in Figure 1(a) and by another opy G
of G su h that poles s and t of G are onne ted to
poles si of Gi (i = 1; : : : ; 49) and to poles ti of Gi
(i = 1; : : : ; 49) respe tively. We show that G is not
0

0

box-drawable.
By Lemma 3, ea h Gi overs three lines of the box.
Consider the maximum number N of graphs Gi that
an be arranged on the four lines of the box so that
there are not two graphs Gh and Gk (h 6= k, 1  h; k 
49) overing the same three lines and having sh and sk
on the same line and th and tk on the same line. Sin e
the number of permutations of length p from n elements
= 24. The number of opies
is nn p , then N =
4!

!

(

)!

(4

3)!

3-planar
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SP-Graphs on a Box

Theorem 1 indu es the question of hara terizing those
series-parallel graphs that admit a box-drawing. In this
se tion we show that all 3-planar series-parallel graphs,
i.e. series-parallel graphs with maximum vertex degree
at most three, are box-drawable. We start by providing
some more ne essary de nitions.
Throughout this se tion G is a 3-planar seriesparallel graph with n verti es. Sin e ea h planar SPgraph has a planar embedding with a given edge (s; t)
on the external fa e and sin e ea h SP-graph an be
st-oriented in O(n) time [5℄, we an assume that G is
st-oriented and that edge (s; t) exists in G on the external fa e.
Let T be the SPQR tree of G with respe t to edge
(s; t). Let  be an S -node and let (u ; u ); (u ; u ); : : : ;
(uk ; uk ) be the edges of the skeleton of  where u !
uk in G, and let j ; (j = 1; : : : ; k) be the hild of i
in T orresponding to edge (uj ; uj ). We assume that
the left-to-right order of j (j = 1; : : : ; k) is su h that,
given two hildren i and l of , i pre edes l if i < l.
Sin e G is 3-planar, the de omposition tree T is su h
that ea h P -node  has exa tly two hildren, one of
whi h is a S -node. Also, for ea h S -node  of T :
1
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 has at least two hildren,

We say that a P -node of T is simple if its pertinent
graph is the parallel omposition of two simple paths;
a subtree of T is simple if all its P -nodes are simple;
a subgraph of G is simple if its de omposition tree is
simple. Given a S -node  of T we all the pertinent ore
graph of  the graph G obtained from the pertinent
graph G of  by removing the edges asso iated with
the leftmost hild of  and with the rightmost hild of
. We all the sour e ore pole of  the vertex whi h is
adja ent to the sour e pole of  in the pertinent graph.
Analogously we all the sink ore pole of  the vertex
whi h is adja ent to the sink pole of  in the pertinent
graph. Let G;i i = 1; : : : ; n be the pertinent graphs
asso iated with non-simple hildren of  (if there are
any). The graph obtained from G by repla ing ea h
G;i with a virtual edge ei , is simple. We all su h a
graph a virtual pertinent graph of  and denote it by G .
If all hildren of  are simple then its virtual pertinent
graph oin ides with its pertinent ore graph. We all
jumping edges the edges removed in the pertinent ore
graph.
A level-numbering of T is a numbering of ea h node
 of T de ned as follows:



if  is an S -node then:
{ if (father() is simple)
then level() := level(father())
else level() := level(father()) + 1



if  is a Q-node then:
{ if ( = root(T ))
then level() := 0
else level() := level(father())

Using the level-numbering de ned above we assign a
level to ea h vertex v of G. If v is a pole of some P -node
 then level(v) = level(); otherwise v is shared by two
edges whose Q-nodes have the same level number and
level(v) is the level of these Q-nodes. Observe that a
jumping edge onne ts either a sour e pole of a P -node
of level k with a sour e ore pole of level k + 1 or a sink
pole of a P -node of level k with a sink ore pole of level
k + 1.
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A 3-planar Series-Parallel digraph
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G of Figure 3.

Lemma 4 Let G be a 3-planar SP-digraph, let T be its
de omposition tree, let  be a S -node of T and let G
be its virtual pertinent graph. G has a strip drawing

su h that:
 the sour e ore pole s and the sink ore pole t
are on di erent lines;



if  is a P -node then:
{ if (father() = root(T ))
then level() := 0
else level() := level(father(father())) + 1
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the leftmost and rightmost hild of  are Q-nodes,
ea h hild of  whi h is a P -node is pre eded and
followed by a Q-node.
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for ea h hild  of  su h that  is a P -node,
sour e( ) is on the same line as s and sink( )
is on the same line as t ;
s has the smallest x- oordinate and t has the
largest x- oordinate among the verti es of G .

Sket h of Proof: Sin e the virtual pertinent graph
G is simple and 3-planar, it is omposed of an alter-

nating sequen e of parallel omponents (simple y les
or virtual edges) and simple paths. The last vertex of
ea h path ( y le) is the rst vertex of the following yle (path). Let l and l be the two lines de ning the
strip. If the sequen e starts with a path, this is drawn
along line l . Ea h parallel omponent is drawn with
the sour e pole on l , the sink pole on l and if it is a
y le with one of the two simple paths from sour e to
sink on line l following the sour e and with the other
on line l pre eding the sink. Ea h path between y les
is drawn on line l (ex ept the last vertex, whi h is the
sour e pole of the following y le and is drawn on line
l ). If the sequen e ends with a path, this is drawn
along line l . If G is omposed of a single simple path
it is drawn along line l ex ept the last vertex (the sink
ore pole) whi h is drawn on line l . An example drawing is shown in Figure 2(b).
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Theorem 2 Let G be a 3-planar series-parallel graph
with n verti es. There exists a O(n)-time algorithm
that omputes a box-drawing of G with O(n) volume.

Sket h of Proof: We rst give a drawing algorithm,

then prove its orre tness and dis uss its performan e
in terms of omputation time and resulting volume.
Let T be the de omposition tree of G. Compute a
level-numbering of T and the orresponding numbering
of the verti es of G and let lmax be the maximum level
number assigned. For i = lmax; : : : ; 0 onsider all the
S -nodes of level i having a father whose level is i 1,
in the left to right order that they have in T . Draw the
virtual pertinent graph of these nodes as des ribed in
Lemma 4 with sour es on line ls with s = i mod 4 and
sinks on line lt with t = (i + 2) mod 4, and by using
in reasing values of x- oordinates. At the end of the
for loop, the jumping edges are added.
We now prove that in the drawing obtained there
is no rossing. The drawing of the virtual pertinent
graph of ea h S -node is rossing-free by onstru tion.
The drawings of the pertinent graphs of two di erent
S -nodes an not ross ea h other sin e ea h pertinent
graph is drawn with x- oordinates greater than any preeding drawing. Now we show that the jumping edges
an be added without reating rossings. Re all that
the jumping edges onne t sour e (sink) poles of level
k to sour e (sink) ore poles of level k + 1. Consider
the drawing k of the verti es of level k and assume
without loss of generality that the sour es are on line
l and sinks are on line l . The drawing algorithm is
su h that sour es and sinks of level k 1 are on line l
and l , respe tively; also sour es and sinks of level k +1
are on line l and l , respe tively. Thus jumping edges
between level k 1 and k are on the strip de ned by
l and l (i.e. the left side of the box) and on the strip
de ned by l and l (i.e. the right side of the box),
while the jumping edges between level k and k + 1 are
on the strip de ned by l and l (i.e. the top side of the
box) and on the strip de ned by l and l (i.e. the bottom side of the box). This implies that jumping edges
on di erent sides of the box do not ross ea h other
sin e the four sides of the box do not interse t ex ept
at the four lines. Also, jumping edges drawn on a same
side of the box do not ross ea h other, sin e the order
a ording to whi h the S -nodes of the same level are
onsidered (i.e. the left to right order in the SP QRtree) is su h that if a sour e (sink) pole u of level k
pre edes another sour e (sink) pole v of level k then all
the sour e (sink) ore poles of level k + 1 onne ted to
u pre ede all the sour e (sink) ore poles of level k + 1
onne ted to v. It follows that the omputed drawing
is a valid box-drawing.
Sin e a de omposition tree T of G an be onstru ted
in O(n) time [3, 7℄ and both the level numbering and
the drawing strategy an be easily a omplished by an
O(n)-time visit of T , the statement about the time omplexity holds. Also, the volume of the omputed drawing is 4  n sin e the n verti es are drawn at onse utive
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x- oordinates and the four lines of the box are one grid
unit apart.
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